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Abstract
This note is an report on the extended model of "Asian Link Model" 
which has been developed since 2005-2006. At present, the report is 
mainly focused on the Chinese economy, and the results are still 
tentative.  The extension has been done in two directions, one is to do 
farther investigation of bi-lateral trade models which include Japan, 
the United States, China and Korea, and the other is to add an energy 
model to enable us to simulate the future slowdown in the Asian 
economy  under the energy constraints. The model contains forward 
looking variables in several important equations which help us to 
evaluate correctly the role of future expectations. Adding to this, a new 
method to denote "the substitutability" between the trading partners or 
the energy sources is applied to the model, which uses the 
translog-function implicitly to minimize the cost functions.  
Keywords: China, Forward looking model, bi-lateral trade, translog 
function, energy constraints
1. Introduction 
The research is aimed at testing the properties of the revised and extended model of 
Asian Link Model which has been developed since 2005-2006, (see Ozaki(2006)), and 
this note is particularly based on the model of China. 

This research was partly supported by the Grant 2006 at Kyoto Gakuen University. 
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The extension has been done in two directions, one is to do farther investigation of 
bi-lateral trade models which include Japan, the United States, China and Korea, 
where the international division of work and production between them has been 
developed rapidly. The other is to add an energy model to simulate the future changes 
in the Asian economy with the excess energy use or the limited energy constraints. 
The trade relation has been so dramatically changed that it is inevitable for many 
countries to  assign the vertical structure of production system beyond nations and we 
must develop the new method which is more flexible and is able to evaluate properly 
the role of the changing trade circumstances. 
The rapid growth of China turns us to consider the constraints of energy use over 
the previous decades. Adaptation of China to environmental requirements from the 
world may cause the slowdown of the economy and prompt the efficiency of energy use 
at the same time. These changes happen inevitably under the framework of 
international negotiation and cooperation. So, this model is designed to carry the game 
theoretic simulations, for example, to find the optimal growth path of each economy to 
depress the carbon emissions.  
2. Model features 
Japan, the US, China and Korea comprise this Asian model. (in brief, we call this just 
Juck-model).  
The model contains forward looking variables in several important equations which 
enable us to understand and evaluate properly the role of the future expectations on 
the present economy. Adding to this, the forward looking formulation is also preferable 
because it is so natural and consistent with the theoretical framework which maximize 
the total utility or profit throughout the future periods. 
A new method to denote the substitutability concerning several issues is applied to 
this model, in which we use the translog-functions implicitly. We often face to deal such 
a problem that the decrease in the trade between the US and Japan may cause the rise 
in the trade between the US and China, so forth. In a conventional model, bi-lateral 
trade is formulated typically using GDP and the relative price between trading 
partners, which only denote explicitly the substitution between the domestic demand 
and the import from the specific partner country. In this case, the substitution of chjpM
on chusM can not take place basically.  
Same thing is true for the energy model. In conventional energy models, the 
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demand for a specific energy source is a function of, for example, GDP and its price, 
then the substitution between many types of energy can not be explicitly treated. So far, 
many researches have focused on what combination of K, L and energy is 
substitutionary or complementary, however, no application of the share function which 
appears as one of constraint conditions in the translog model is used for the empirical 
macroeconometric models. 
3. Forward looking formulations 
3.1 Consumption 
The formulation of the household consumption is based on the theory of Rational 
Expectation of Permanent Income Hypothesis (RE-PIH). Here, we give a brief notes 
how to induce the formulation.  
Though several types of the formulation are applicable, we can refer Laxton, D. and P. 
Isard et al, (1998) and Ban et al (2000) . 
The income constraint for a household is as follows; 
tttwt WrCYLtW )1()1(1  
W ...wealth, wt ...tax rate, YL ...household income, C ...consumption,  
r ...interest rate 
We are assumed to determine the consumption at the present time under the condition 
maximizing the discounted total utility/income in the future. 
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u ...utility function, G ...discount rate, : ...available information set 
The expectation of the future gain is approximately substituted to the expectation of 
the series of the future income. There are many types of the expectation such as a 
typical distributed time-lag model, but, most natural way to express the future income 
is to induce forward looking variables. 
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The final specification of the consumption function is given by 
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3.2 Investment 
We adopt the Tobin's marginal Q-model as an investment function. There are many 
preceding researches as to this topic. (See Andreas Behr and Egon Bellgardt, (2002) 
and also Laxton, D. and P. Isard et al, (1998))   
In the basic Q-model, the firm is assumed to maximize the expected value of the sum 
of discounted profits. 
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S ...corporate profit 
We assume a Cobb-Douglas production function ED ttt LAKY  , and a profit function as 
follows,
ttttttt IqLwLAKp  
EDS
p ...output price, K ...capital stock, L ...labor, w ...wage rate,  
q ...unit cost of investment, I ...investment 
The marginal productivity of capital, MPK, is given by 
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Here, we presume VYp | (value added), then, the estimate of T is . 
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The ratio of the shadow value of capital to the unit of investment is known as the 
marginal Q, and this derives a linear relation between the marginal Q and the 
investment. 
The marginal Q  is defined by the next formulation.  
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As ddt  is assumed, the effect of the depreciation is absorbed inTˆ .Finally, we get the 
specification of the investment function. 
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Z ...additional explanatory variables such as FDI and corporate operating surplus. 
4. Translog model formulations 
4.1 Bi-lateral trade model 
Consider a specific bi-lateral trade relation between (i) and (j) countries. Of course, the 
country (i) has several options regarding the trading partners importing/exporting 
goods. In the conventional model, the formulation of export ijX , or import jiM  is 
typically a function of demand of the country(j) and the relative price 
j
i
p
p . This model 
implicitly implies that the domestic demand of j-country can be substituted by the 
foreign goods from i-country, but it does not tell how the change in i-j relation affects i-k 
relation explicitly. 
To avoid this problem, we adopt the translog function formation to denote the j-i, 
i-k,...relations.
We assume a linear homogeneous function  
 21,, MMYfM  
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M ...total import, jM ...import from j-country, here, j=1,2, Y ...domestic absorption 
The cost function which has the dual structure to the basic function above is  
 21,,, pppYgC y 
To minimize the cost function, we use the translog function with 2nd order 
approximation of Clog , and this is denoted by 
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Using Shephard's lemma, 
i
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Therefore, the cost share of each component 21,, MMY is 321 ,, sss respectively. 
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In this example, we have 3 components, and 2 of 3 share functions are independent. 
So, we estimate parameters simultaneously under several constraints regarding 
parameter sets and  arbitrary independent two share functions, usually using SUR or 
GMM estimation techniques. 
Actually, iM is enough small to C , therefore, is can be rewritten approximately 
1log | ii ss .
Finally, we get an another interpretation of the conventional model, which includes the 
another possible combination of relative price sets, j-i, i-k, so forth. 
Z
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p
p
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yy
i
j loglogloglogloglog
2
2110 JEEDD  
Alternatively we have a following expression. 
ZpppYM yj logloglogloglogloglog 3221110 JEEEDD  
Translog function itself is submerged behind the model, and if we want to loosen the 
constraints as to the parameter sets due to the lack of data sample, etc, then, it only 
remains as an interpretation. 
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4.2 Energy model 
Similar way of specification of substitutable energy sources can be written by 
 321 ,, EEEfE  
where, E ...total energy demand,  
1E ...demand for coal, 2E ...demand for oil, 3E ...demand for hydro power for 
instance. 
Dual form of the function E  is 
 321 ,,, pppEgC  
Again, we have 
j
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Therefore, provided that the total demand of energy is a function of GDP, then, for 
example, the energy demand for iE is,
ZpppGDPE yi logloglogloglogloglog 3221110 JEEEDD  
5. Model specifications 
The model presented here is only the prototype of the revised China model. No 
simulation test has been carried yet and the most results are tentative. The available 
sample period is at most 1980-2006, usually it is 1985-2006. In many cases, the result 
seems to be more stable when using the data after 1989-1990 since while Chinese 
economy has boosted. Data sources are mainly WDI(World Bank), IMF, 
COMTRADE(UN) and Oxford Economics. 
We can refer Fair(1994) as to the specification and the model structures in detail. 
5.1 GDP definition 
GDP = C + IF + GC + GI + X - M 
GDPV = CV + IFV + GCV + GCI + XV - MV 
'V' denotes the nominal value. 
IF = IP + FDI$*RXD 
FDI$....net inflows of Foreign Direct Investment in US$ 
RXD....exchange rate, Yuan/US$ 
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5.2 Consumption 
CH_C=1051  + 0.289*(CH_YDV(1)/CH_PC(1)*100+CH_YDV/CH_PC*100)/2 
       (5.62)   (7.40) 
+0.116*(1/(1+CH_RLG/100))*CH_PENW/CH_PC*100  
(8.61)
Adjusted R-squared 0.996662     S.D. dependent var  1336.348 
Durbin-Watson stat 1.280937 
YDP...household disposable income, PC...deflator for consumption,  
RLG...long term interest rate, PENW...wealth 
 CH_YDV=(1-CH_TAXRATE)*CH_GDPV 
   TAXRATE...overall tax rate 
As this equation contains forward looking variables, we use the GMM technique for 
estimating parameters. 
5.3 Investment 
CH_IF/CH_K(-1) = 0.746 + 0.598* (1/(1+CH_RLG(+1)/100)*CH_GDP(+1)/CH_K(+1) 
                     (5.56)  (5.26) 
+(1/(1+CH_RLG/100)*CH_GDP/CH_K)) +189.4*CH_COGTP/CH_PIF/CH_K(-1) 
(15.8)
Adjusted R-squared 0.624406     S.D. dependent var  0.041146 
Durbin-Watson stat 0.848694 
 CH_K=CH_IF+C(11)*CH_K(-1) 
   CH_COGTP...corporate profits, CH_PIF...deflator for investment 
5.4 Potential GDP 
LOG(CH_YHAT) = 46.8  +0.685*LOG(CH_K) + (1- 0.685)*LOG(CH_ET)  
                  (2.85)   (6.23) 
        + 0.022*CH_TREND  
          (2.80) 
Adjusted R-squared 0.997244     S.D. dependent var  0.496174 
Durbin-Watson stat 0.385029 
CH_YHAT...potential GDP, CH_ET...number of employee 
The function we used here is a Cobb-Douglas production function, in which the sum of 
parameters are set to 1. The GDP gap is utilized in the specification of the inflation and 
the employment function. 
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5.5 Export functions 
In this section, we have tried several things to investigate (1) the interdependent 
relation between Japan and China regarding specific goods such as foods, 
manufactured goods and electronic goods. This trial requires us to use more detailed 
classification of import/export goods (code 0,6,7 of SITC 2).  (2) the relation between 
the acceptance of FDI of China and Japanese export, (3) how to formulate the 
substitutionary/complementary relation among trading partners. (Please note that the 
results are unfortunately quite incomplete at this moment) 
 Here, we examined the export from China to Japan by classified goods. Provided 
that Japanese general import price in dollar falls, the export from China to Japan will 
fall due to the worsened terms of trade, and the same things will happen to another 
countries, for example, the export from the US to Japan will be expected to decline in 
accordance with the change of terms of trade between Japan and the US. But, is it 
true?  Sometimes, reduction of export from China to Japan may cause the increase in 
the export from the US to Japan, then how to evaluate a kind of substitutionary 
'secondary effects' in opposite direction. This effects may respond to the another 
combination of the relative price across all relevant countries. 
   (food) 
LOG(TX_CHJP00/CH_PX00)=-78.3 +  7.33*LOG(JP_GDP) 
                            (-5.98)   (7.31) 
      - 1.79*LOG(CH_PX00/JP_PM00) -1.95*LOG(US_PX00/JP_PM00) 
(-2.31)                         (-2.33) 
+0.931*LOG(KR_PX00/JP_PM00) 
(2.16)
Adjusted R-squared 0.910910     S.D. dependent var  1.336313 
Durbin-Watson stat 1.347944    
TX_CHJPxx...export of goods(xx) from China to Japan,  
CH_PXxx...export price index 
         CH_PMxx...import price index 
As to the manufactured products and electronic goods (including capital goods), the 
export from China to Japan is clearly connected with the acceptance of FDI. The more 
China accepts the FDI, the more Export from China to Japan increases. 
(manufactured goods) 
LOG(TX_CHJP60/CH_PX60)=-38.1  +  5.34*LOG(JP_GDP) 
                               (-0.83)    (1.65) 
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           +1.89*LOG(CH_PX60/JP_PM60) -1.19*LOG(US_PX60/JP_PM60) 
                (1.23)                       (-0.86) 
+3.28*LOG(KR_PX60/JP_PM60) -0.99*LOG(TX_JPCH60/JP_PX60) 
(2.04)                         (-2.48) 
+0.587*LOG(CH_FDI$/CH_PM$)     
(2.20)
Adjusted R-squared 0.786185     S.D. dependent var 1.644468 
Durbin-Watson stat 0.987980    
(electronic goods) 
LOG(TX_CHJP70/CH_PX70)= -187.5  + 15.36*LOG(JP_GDP) 
                           (-4.98)    (5.25) 
-0.657*LOG(CH_PX70/JP_PM70) -0.055*LOG(US_PX70/JP_PM70) 
(-1.81)                          (-0.10) 
+0.395*LOG(KR_PX70/JP_PM70)+0.032*LOG(TX_JPCH70/JP_PX70) 
(0.54)                           (0.11) 
+0.595*LOG(CH_FDI$/CH_PM$) 
(3.46)
Adjusted R-squared 0.970542     S.D. dependent var  2.917943 
Durbin-Watson stat 1.135309    
     
 Next, we examined the pairwise Granger Causality Tests to test the interdepending 
tow-way trade relations between China and Japan regarding electronic goods. 
Lags: 3 of log(Xt)-log(Xt-1)
Null Hypothesis                            F-Statistic   Probability 
JPCH7E does not Granger Cause CHJP7E    1.67153     0.22572 
CHJP7E does not Granger Cause JPCH7E   2.48246     0.11077 
USCH7E does not Granger Cause CHUS7E   5.84173     0.01066 
CHUS7E does not Granger Cause USCH7E   7.62957     0.00408 
5.6 Import (Translog function) 
The import, the export, the import price and the export price are mutually not 
independent, so, the import will be defined as the total of the export. Here, we tested 
the translog formation and estimated coefficients of the cost function at first,  
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log GDPV =-4.56 + log GDP  
+0.925*log Pch + 0.036*log Pjp +0.039*log Pus 
+0.060*log Pch*log Pch -0.0312*log Pch*log Pjp -0.0288*log Pch*log Pus 
-0.0312*log Pjp*log Pch +0.0045*log Pjp*log Pjp +0.0267*log Pjp*log Pus 
-0.0288*log Pus*logPch +0.0267*log Pus*log Pjp +0.0021*log Pus*log Pus 
Alen's partial elasticity of substitution is defined by 
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If 0!ijV  (i) and (j) goods are substitutionary and if 0ijV , then they are 
complementary. 
167.0 chchV , 730.0 chjpV , 540.0 chusV , 211.1 jpjpV , 027.1 jpusV ,
365.4 ususV
Self elasticity of price is defined by 
iiiii sVH  
132.0 chchH , 177.0 jpjpH , 345.0 ususH
5.7 Interest rates 
(Short term interest rate) 
CH_RSH = 7.53  -0.0713*( CH_MON2/CH_PGDP )  + 0.0011*CH_GDP 
          (7.49)  (-5.79)                           (3.62) 
Adjusted R-squared 0.683656     S.D. dependent var  2.347266 
Durbin-Watson stat 0.748278    
   CH_MON2...money supply (M2), CH_PGDP...GDP price deflator 
This is a traditional LM curve, an increase in the money supply causes a decrease in 
the short term interest rate. 
(Long term interest rate) 
CH_RLG = 0.191 +0.412*CH_RSH(+1) -0.217*(CH_GGDBT/CH_GGDBT(-1)) +  
          (0.54)  (3.21)              (-0.47) 
0.599*CH_RSH  
          (6.28) 
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Adjusted R-squared 0.970928     S.D. dependent var  2.383453 
Durbin-Watson stat 2.548133    
 CH_GGDBT...bond issued by government 
The long term interest rate reflects the expectation of the short term interest rates and 
increase in the issue of the bond by the government  
5.8 Money supply 
D(CH_MON2) =40.1 + 0.000672*D( CH_RES$*CH_RXD ) 
               (0.57)     (4.89) 
 + 0.984*D(CH_BPRIV+CH_GGDBT) 
   (13.0) 
Adjusted R-squared 0.974080     S.D. dependent var  1143.011 
Durbin-Watson stat 1.469896    
   CH_RES$...foreign reserves, CH_RXD...foreign exchange rate,  
CH_BPRIV...bank's domestic claims on private sector 
The money supply is mainly the function of the government bond issue and bank's 
domestic claims, and secondarily, the foreign reserves , if not sterilized, shift to the 
money supply. 
5.9 Balance of payment 
(Reserves)
CH_RES$=CH_RES$(-1)+CH_BCU$+CH_BCAP$ 
(balance of payment) 
CH_BCU$=CH_X$V - CH_M$V 
CH_BCAP$=CH_FDI$+CH_NFDI$ 
CH_BCU$...current account balance, CH_BCAP$...capital account balance 
CH_X$V...nominal export in dollar, CH_M$V...nominal import in dollar 
CH_NFDI$...capital inflow of non-FDI 
    
5.10 Deflators 
LOG(CH_PC) = -0.631 + 0.143*LOG( CH_ER )  + (1-0.143)*LOG( CH_PIF ) 
              (-6.36)    (5.69) 
Adjusted R-squared 0.988951     S.D. dependent var  0.459929 
Durbin-Watson stat 0.402390 
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CH_ER...wage in general, CH_PIF...deflator for the capital and corporate goods 
LOG(CH_PIF)=0.256 + 0.184*LOG(CH_PMG)  
              (3.26)   (3.58) 
 -1.04*LOG(CH_YHAT/CH_GDP)+0.765*LOG(CH_PIF(-1))  
 (-3.75)                         (16.4) 
Adjusted R-squared 0.993158     S.D. dependent var  0.397191 
Durbin-Watson stat 1.771012    
5.11 Labor and wages 
LOG(CH_ET) = 8.67 + 0.0822*LOG(CH_GDP)  + 0.301*LOG(CH_ET(-1)) 
              (13.1)   (8.29)                  (5.43) 
Adjusted R-squared 0.987162     S.D. dependent var  0.060741 
Durbin-Watson stat 1.687542 
LOG(CH_ER) = 16.1+ 1.67*LOG(CH_GDP/CH_ET)  
(74.1)   (35.7)      
          -2.29*LOG(CH_YHAT(-1)/CH_GDP(-1)) 
 (-3.18) 
Adjusted R-squared 0.984571     S.D. dependent var  0.706013 
Durbin-Watson stat 0.459929    
5.12 Energy 
(Simple regression) 
LOG(CH_DOIL) = -0.153 + 0.824*LOG(CH_GDP)  -0.061*LOG(CH_POIL)  
                 (-0.303)   (9.65)               (-1.32) 
+[AR(1)=0.601] 
Adjusted R-squared 0.990673     S.D. dependent var 0.402003 
Durbin-Watson stat 1.986210    
LOG(CH_DCOAL) = 4.89 + 0.188*LOG(CH_GDP)  
(11.6)   (2.06) 
+0.223*LOG(CH_PCOAL)+[AR(1)=0.455]  
(2.94)
Adjusted R-squared 0.952025     S.D. dependent var 0.260921 
Durbin-Watson stat 1.043897    
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LOG(CH_DHYD) = 5.39 + 0.232*LOG(CH_GDP)  -0.107*LOG(CH_PELEC) 
                 (18.1)   (3.37)                (-1.92) 
Adjusted R-squared 0.618995     S.D. dependent var 0.072975 
Durbin-Watson stat 2.432162 
(Translog model for energy demand) 
LOG(CH_TPEN*CH_PEAVE)= C(99) + LOG(CH_TPEN) 
        + C(81)*LOG(CH_PCOAL) + C(82)*LOG(CH_PELEC) 
+ (1-C(81) -C(82))*LOG(CH_POIL) 
+ 0.5*( C(11)*LOG(CH_PCOAL)*LOG(CH_PCOAL)  
+ 2*C(12)*LOG(CH_PCOAL)*LOG(CH_PELEC) 
+2*(-C(11)-C(12))*LOG(CH_PCOAL)*LOG(CH_POIL)  
+C(22)*LOG(CH_PELEC)*LOG(CH_PELEC) 
+2*(-C(12)-C(22))*LOG(CH_PELEC)*LOG(CH_POIL) 
+(-C(11)-2*C(12)-C(22))*LOG(CH_POIL)*LOG(CH_POIL) ) 
       coef       std error    t-value 
C(99)  -6.160951  0.019888  -309.7784 
C(81)  0.219279  0.008238  26.61638 
C(82)  0.629206  0.006648  94.64853 
C(11)  0.085095  0.027867  3.053641 
C(12)  -0.080994  0.014923  -5.427307 
C(22)  0.073349  0.013574  5.403421 
Constraint Equations 
Equation: CH_DHYD/CH_TPEN=C(81)+C(11)*LOG(CH_PGDP)  
+C(12)*LOG(CH_PMJP) + (-C(11)-C(12))*LOG(CH_PMUS) 
Equation: CH_DOIL/CH_TPEN=(1-C(81)-C(82))+(-C(11)-C(12))*LOG(CH_PGDP) 
+(-C(12)-C(22))*LOG(CH_PMJP)+ 
(-C(11)-2*C(12)-C(22))*LOG(CH_PMUS) 
Adjusted R-squared 0.999040     S.D. dependent var  1.149226 
Durbin-Watson stat 0.599779    
A tentative calculation for Alen's elasticity at 2000 is follows, 
Coal-Oil..........0.94 
Coal-Hydro.....0.42 
These parameters show that both of Coal-Oil and Coal-Hydro power are 
complementary. 
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